There is a long precedent for such "gay" stories. Babylonian society was built around the worship of King Gilgamesh and his anguished pursuit of his heavy-lidded, eyeliner-fondling partner. The Hebrew hero (and Jesus direct descen
dant?) David was a psalmist who went up against a giant and shaved a love for Jonathan that surprised the love of women. Then, of
course, there was Alexander's unbridled grief for the loss of his beloved Hephaestus—a bit of gay history which put him out of the Richard Burton film version. And more recently, there is Abinger, Kenya's Farewell. My Conscience. Our pain, though often masked, is a recurrent theme in this epic and continues to be a resource for rage.

Gay Rage Takes Center Stage at Center for the Arts

by Mark Freeman

I...Homeosexual men, conveniently bendable, have always been viewed, as embodied, passive, and gay. They do not do work of art with us when we are enraged, when we choose not to disguise our pain, when we can no longer control our anger, confusion and grief?
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The epic subjects of All The Rage are the stuff of our lives today: AIDS, queer bashing and fury at political enemies.
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(Courtesy page 32)

our artists. In fact, recently the San Francisco Symphony presented Benjamin Britten's masterpiece, Serenade for Tenor, Horn and Strings, with the tenor singing "compan
dy" Peter Pears. As part of the text for this post-war song cycle, Britten sets a Song of Experience by Blake: "O Rose, tho' art sick! The
torment wroth! That men in the night, in the howling storm, Has found thy bed! Of
terminy joy! And the secret joy? Does thy life de
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The Kronos Quartet (inset) Bob Ostertag, the Paul Dresher Ensemble and the Margaret Jenkins Dance Company collaborate on All The Rage.
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